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About This Content

Previously seen only as in concept art, this unique armor design makes its gameplay debut in Marvel vs. Capcom: Infinite!
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Title: Marvel vs. Capcom: Infinite - Special X Costume
Genre: Action
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Capcom
Publisher:
Capcom
Release Date: 5 Dec, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 64-bit

Processor: Intel Core i3-4160 @ 3.60GHz

Memory: 6 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA® GeForce® GTX 480, GTX 570, GTX 670, or better

DirectX: Version 11

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 59 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectSound Supported (DirectX® 9.0c or more)

English,Japanese,French,Italian,German,Arabic,Korean,Polish,Russian,Simplified Chinese,Thai,Traditional Chinese
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it's honestly fun for someone that doesn't really like rpgs. Either get this game on a heavy discount or for free (at least in its
current state).

SAMOLIOTIK is an entertaining shoot-em-up like the ones you'd see on armorgames and the like.

Pros:

I liked the style and the music

It was an entertaining break

Nice sense of humour

With some refinement you could have quite the nice thing going.

Cons:

Your hitbox is much larger than the plane enemies'. They can get hit in the wings no problem but you can't.

Enemies are hard to see. Good luck telling appart the dollar symbols that can hurt you from the bg. This caused many
"mysterious deaths" for me.

No sfx at all. It's fitting but at the same time it feels lazy. Something to let you know the boss is dead would be nice.

The game is also really short but given that you always start from scratch I'm not really complaining.
I'd like to give it a neutral grade because SAMOLIOTIK's enjoyable but not worth going after. I got it for free so it was nice but
someone who spent one euro on it might consider it a waste.. Love this game, brings back memories, and always so relaxing :).
I've only played a handful of the levels in this game but it's lovely. Graphics and sound work well and puzzles are entertaining.
Looking forward to playing some more.. i want my money back if ur going to make a ♥♥♥♥ing game dont ♥♥♥♥ing jump
boat. the devs should not be getting any money from this damm game if they r not going to update it or fix any problems..
Really solid puzzle adventure game. I knew it'll be good based on the trailer. Well I hoped it'll be and it is.

Good classic gameplay, nice medium difficulty puzzles which makes sense. Some harder puzzles will force you to play a
detective. Which is a good thing.

The art is great. Really matches the tone of the game and world.

The story is very strong in the game. I enjoyed it immensely. It has it's nice twists and I like when the story can surprise me.

Loved the game and highly recommend it!
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Shallow gameplay, no reason for multiplayer, RNG progression.. Maybe I'm just blind or stupid, but I got an hour into the game
without ever actually figuring out a puzzle on my own. When you've skipped the puzzle, seen the solution, and still thought to
yourself 'Good Lord I would never have figured this out and I still have no idea how they got ths solution", maybe the game is
too hard.

What I saw of the game is pretty and seems to have interesting lore, but graphics and backstory are not enough to make it worth
hitting Hint every time it reloads and skipping every puzzle. Frankly it's frustrating that what could have been a great game is
largely unplayable.. Upside:
Pr\u00e4sentation is good it develops a mood quickly and the engine works solid.
Movement is good, i never got stuck. Some of the enemies have interesting behaviour.

Downside:
Bad balancing makes into bad gameplay. Another single developer is his own best gametester.
Levels are crowdet with bullet-spongy enmies but the weapons are underpowered.
Still the game intends you to go in the middle of the action with only limit range weapons
and temporary kill - damage bonus. That would be neat, if the weapons could deliver a punch.
Each ammo pickup refills 100% ??? So you are forced to avoid them or waste alot.

It does not help that you are expected to do a 100% cleanup job to leave the level.
Theres a lot of potntial so i hope there will go some more balancing into it.. I must give a negative feedback because I couldn't
keep playing the game after 2,6 hours..
I was excited for this game, it started so interestingly... And it looked so intriguing. Damn.
And I love love horror games, horror games with a good story and deep atmosphere.
Shadows Peak could have had those from the very beginning.

Here's some things...

- Fighting is so annoying and so difficult! The guy with the shovel. Mmmrrraarggh!! xO
- The spooky atmosphere was gone after the first jumpscare. After that, the ghosts became more like annoying.
- Why not invest in a good and deep horror story, rather than this cheap looking run or fight or you die story... ?. Game is
definitly worth it, especially if you enjoyed Home World and FTL. It starts off easy, but it is very challenging. It could use some
tweeks with the UI and tool tips, but other then that, I find it enjoyable to keep playing it to unlock achievements as well as just
have some fun fleet battles.. I originally downloaded this game as a mobile app years ago. It was surprisingly playable and a fun
game. When I saw it had a "sequel" available on Steam for a buck, I picked it up. Overall, it's mostly the same game and it's fun
to play in short bursts. I definitely recommend playing it with a gamepad however, as keyboard controls are kind of tricky.
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